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Color. A brief survey of colors suitable for backgrounds (walls,
ceilings, and floors) is presented here. In the distribution of color
values in backgrounds, the out-of-doors is a good model. Just as
the earth is darkest, trees are medium, and the sky is light, so the
floors might well be darkest, walls medium, and ceilings light.
Interesting modern variations of this are dark ceilings and floors
with light walls, or light ceilings and floors with dark walls.
Medium values are usually better than light or dark for wall colors
in rooms where the wood trim is permanently dark, or where un-
gainly furniture must be used.
One color idea throughout all the background is usually desir-
able. For example, beige walls, ceiling, wood trim, doors, floors,
and rugs, with some areas darker than others, are pleasing. Various
tints and shades of gray-green for the walls, ceiling, woodwork,
carpet, and draperies would make a cool, delightful background that
could be relieved by dull yellow and salmon in the furnishings.
However, two colors are often effective in backgrounds, such as
grayed lime walls with muted orange floor covering.
Although the ceiling is now considered a part of the room, not a
separate item, and is usually treated exactly like the walls, many
different solutions are possible where a more novel effect is de-
sired. The color of the ceiling may be like the background or
foreground of the wall paper, contrasted with the walls, like some
color in the drapery, like the rug or floor, or like the painted wood-
work or doors.
All the walls of a room need not be treated alike; some may be
painted a different color or covered with wall paper or fabric for
the sake of variety or emphasis. See page 104. The fireplace wall
is often featured in color. A wall with a view window can be
stressed by painting it light and the other walls dark. Sometimes
proportions are apparently improved by differences in the color
of walls. A room too long for its width needs warm, dark colors
on the two end walls only; a square room would be improved by
having light colors on two opposite walls and medium or dark
colors on the others. An alcove in any room may be painted in a
bright color if the room needs it, even though the other walls are
neutral.

